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Abstract In this paper, we explore the implementation
of fault table generation on a Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU). A fault table is essential for fault diagnosis and
fault detection in VLSI testing and debug. Generating
a fault table requires extensive fault simulation, with no
fault dropping, and is extremely expensive from a com-
putational standpoint. Fault simulation is inherently
parallelizable, and the large number of threads that a
GPU can operate on in parallel can be employed to
accelerate fault simulation, and thereby accelerate fault
table generation. Our approach, called GFTABLE,
employs a pattern parallel approach which utilizes both
bit-parallelism and thread-level parallelism. Our imple-
mentation is a significantly modified version of FSIM,
which is pattern parallel fault simulation approach for
single core processors. Like FSIM, GFTABLE utilizes
critical path tracing and the dominator concept to re-
duce runtime. Further modifications to FSIM allow us
to maximally harness the GPU’s huge memory band-
width and high computational power. Our approach
does not store the circuit (or any part of the circuit)
on the GPU. Efficient parallel reduction operations are
implemented in our implementation of GFTABLE. We
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compare our performance to FSIM∗, which is FSIM
modified to generate a fault table on a single core
processor. Our experiments indicate that GFTABLE,
implemented on a single NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800
GPU card, can generate a fault table for 0.5 million test
patterns on average 15.68× faster when compared with
FSIM∗. With the NVIDIA Tesla server, our approach
would be potentially 89.57× faster.
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1 Introduction

With increasing complexity and size of digital VLSI
designs, the number of faulty variations of these designs
are growing exponentially, thus increasing the time and
effort required for VLSI testing and debug. Among the
key steps in VLSI testing and debug are fault detection
and diagnosis. Fault detection aims at differentiating a
faulty design from a fault free design, by applying test
vectors. Fault diagnosis aims at identifying and isolating
the fault, in order to analyze the defect causing the
faulty behavior, with the help of test vectors which
detect the fault. Both detection and diagnosis [3, 30, 33]
require the following precomputed information:

– Whether vector vi can detect fault f j,
– The list of faults that are detected by applying

vector vi or
– The list of vectors that detect fault f j.

This information is gathered by pre-computing a fault
table. In general, a fault table is a matrix [aij] where
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columns represent faults, rows represent test vectors,
and aij = 1 if the test vector vi detects the fault f j, else
aij = 0.

A fault table (also called a pass/fail fault dictionary
[29]) is generated by extensive fault simulation. Given a
digital design and a set of input vectors V defined over
its primary inputs, fault simulation evaluates (for all i)
the set of stuck-at faults Fi

sim that are tested by applying
the vectors vi ∈ V. The faults tested by each vector are
then recorded in the matrix format of the fault table
described earlier. Since the detectability of every fault
is evaluated for every vector, the compute time for
generating a fault table is extremely large. If a fault
is dropped from the fault list as soon as a vector suc-
cessfully detects it, the compute time can be reduced.
However, in this case, the fault resolution achieved
might be very poor, and insufficient for fault diagnosis.
Thus, fault dropping cannot be performed during the
generation of the fault table. For fault detection, we
would like to find a minimal set of vectors which can
maximally detect the faults. In order to compute this
minimal set of vectors, the generation of a fault table
with limited or no fault dropping is required. For these
reasons, fault table generation without fault dropping
is usually performed. As a result, the high runtime of
fault table generation becomes a key concern, and it
is extremely important to explore ways to accelerate
fault table generation. The ideal approach should be
fast, scalable and cost effective.

In order to reduce the compute time for generating
the fault table, parallel implementations of fault simula-
tion have been routinely used [8]. Fault simulation can
be parallelized by a variety of techniques. These tech-
niques include parallelizing the fault simulation algo-
rithm (algorithm-parallel techniques [1, 4, 5]), partition-
ing the circuit into disjoint components and simulating
them in parallel (model-parallel techniques [19, 34]),
partitioning the fault set data and simulating faults
in parallel (data-parallel techniques [9, 23, 28]) and a
combination of one or more of these [18]. Data parallel
techniques can be further classified into fault-parallel
methods, wherein different faults are simulated in par-
allel, and pattern-parallel approaches, wherein different
input patterns (for the same fault) are simulated in
parallel. Pattern-parallel approaches, as described in
[16, 26], exploit the inherent bit-parallelism of logic op-
erations on computer words. In this paper, we present
a fault table generation approach that utilizes a pattern
parallel approach implemented on Graphics Process-
ing Units (GPUs). Our notion of pattern parallelism
includes bit-parallelism obtained by performing logical
operations on words and thread level parallelism ob-
tained by running several GPU threads concurrently.

Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) are designed to
operate in a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
fashion. The key application of a GPU is to serve as a
graphics accelerator for speeding up image processing,
3D rendering operations, etc. These graphics accelera-
tion tasks process the same instructions independently
on large volumes of data. This is why GPUs employ
a SIMD computation semantic. Lately, the application
of GPUs for general purpose computations has been
actively explored [17, 22]. GPU architectures have been
continuously evolving towards higher performance,
larger memory sizes, larger memory bandwidths and
relatively lower costs. The theoretical performance of
GPU has grown from 50 Gflops for the NV40 GPU
in 2004 to more than 900 Gflops for Quadro FX 5800
GPU in 2008. This high computing power mainly arises
from a fully pipelined and highly parallel architecture,
with extremely high memory bandwidths. Maximum
GPU memory bandwidths have grown from 42 GB/s
for the ATI Radeon X1800XT to 141.7 GB/s for the
Quadro FX 5800 GPU. In contrast the theoretical per-
formance of a 3 GHz Pentium4 CPU is 12 Gflops, with
a maximum memory bandwidth of 8–10 GB/s to main
memory.

Our approach for fault table generation is based on
the fault simulation algorithm called FSIM [16]. FSIM
was developed to run on a single core CPU. However,
since the target hardware in our case is a SIMD GPU
machine, and the objective is to accelerate fault table
generation, the FSIM algorithm is augmented and its
implementation significantly modified to maximally
harness the computational power and memory band-
width available in the GPU. Fault simulation of a logic
netlist effectively requires multiple logic simulations of
the true value (or fault free) simulations, and simula-
tions with faults injected at various gates (typically pri-
mary inputs and reconvergent fanout branches as per
the checkpoint fault injection model [10]). This is a nat-
ural match for the GPU’s capabilities, since it exploits
the extreme memory bandwidths of the GPU, as well
as the presence of several SIMD processing elements
on the GPU. Further, the computer words on the latest
GPUs today allow 32 or even 64 bit operations. This
facilitates the use of bit-parallelism to further speed up
fault simulation. For scalability reasons, our approach
does not store the circuit (or any part of the circuit) on
the GPU.

This paper is the first, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, to accelerate fault table generation on a
GPU platform. The key contributions of this paper are:

– We exploit the match between pattern parallel (bit
parallel and also thread parallel) fault simulation
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with the capabilities of a GPU (a SIMD-based
device) and harness the computational power of
GPUs to accelerate fault table generation.

– The implementation satisfies the key require-
ments which ensure maximal speedup in a GPU.
These are:

– The different threads, which perform gate eval-
uations and fault injections are implemented
such that the data dependencies between
threads is minimized.

– All threads compute identical instructions, but
on different data, which conforms to the SIMD
architecture of the GPU.

– Fast parallel reduction on the GPU is employed
for computing the logical OR of thousands of
words containing fault simulation data.

– The amount of data transfer between the GPU
and the host (CPU) is minimized. To achieve
this, the large on-board memory on the recent
GPUs is maximally exploited.

– In comparison to FSIM∗ (i.e. FSIM [16] modified to
generate the fault dictionary), our implementation
is on average 15.68× faster, for 0.5 million patterns,
over the ISCAS and ITC99 benchmarks.

– Further, even though our current implementa-
tion has been benchmarked on a single NVIDIA
Quadro FX 5800 graphics card, the NVIDIA
Tesla GPU Computing Processor [21] allows up
to eight NVIDIA Tesla GPUs (on a 1U server).
We estimate that our implementation, using the
NVIDIA Tesla server, can generate a fault dictio-
nary on average 89.57× faster, when compared to
FSIM∗.

Our fault dictionary computation algorithm is im-
plemented in the Compute Unified Device Architec-
ture (CUDA), which is an open-source programming
and interfacing tool provided by NVIDIA corpora-
tion, for programming NVIDIA’s GPU devices. The
correctness of our GPU based fault table generator,
GFTABLE, has been verified by comparing its re-
sults against the results of FSIM∗ (which is run on
the CPU).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Previous work in fault simulation and fault table gener-
ation has been described in Section 2. Section 3 details
the architecture of the GPU device and the program-
ming tool CUDA. Section 4 details our approach for
implementing fault simulation and table generation on
GPUs. In Section 5 we present results of experiments
which were conducted in order to benchmark our ap-
proach. We conclude in Section 6.

2 Previous Work

Since efficient fault simulation is a requirement for
generating a fault dictionary, we discuss some of the
previous work in accelerating fault simulation. Several
research efforts have attempted to accelerate fault sim-
ulation in a scalable and cost-effective fashion, by ex-
ploiting the parallelism inherent in the problem. These
efforts can be classified as algorithm-parallel, model-
parallel and data-parallel.

Algorithm-parallel efforts distribute the fault sim-
ulation workload and/or pipeline the tasks [1, 4, 5,
18], aiming to reduce the frequency of communication
and synchronization between processors. In contrast to
these approaches, our approach is pattern-parallel. The
approach in [18] aims at heuristically assigning fault
set partitions to several medium-grain multiprocessors.
In [5], the authors present a methodology to predict
and characterize workload distributions, which aid in
parallelizing fault simulation. The authors of [1] suggest
a pipelined design for fault simulation. MARS [4], a
hardware accelerator, is based on this design. However,
[18] states that MARS is limited in its application for
accelerating fault simulation.

In a model-parallel approach [18, 19, 34], the circuit
under test is partitioned into several (possibly non-
disjoint) components. Each component is assigned to
one or more processors. In order to keep the partition-
ing balanced, dynamic re-partitioning [26, 27] is per-
formed. This increases the complexity of the algorithm
thereby impacting simulation time [26, 27].

Several data-parallel approaches for fault simulation
have been studied in the literature. These approaches
use dedicated hardware accelerators, supercomputers,
vector machines or multiprocessors [6, 9, 14, 15, 23,
24, 28, 32]. These hardware accelerated fault simulators
require specialized hardware, significant design effort
and time, non-trivial algorithm modifications and po-
tentially huge software design efforts. Our approach,
in contrast, accelerates fault table generation by us-
ing commercial off-the-shelf graphic processing units
(GPUs). The ubiquity and ease of programming of
GPU devices, along with their extremely low costs
compared to hardware accelerators, supercomputers,
etc. makes GPUs an attractive alternative for fault table
generation.

The underlying algorithm for our GPU based fault
table generation engine is based on an approach for
accelerating fault simulation called FSIM [16]. FSIM
is a data-parallel approach that is implemented on a
single core microprocessor. The essential idea of FSIM
is to simulate the circuit in a levelized manner from
inputs to outputs, and to prune off unnecessary gates
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in the early stages. This is done by employing critical
path tracing [2, 13] and the dominator concept [7, 12],
both of which reduce the amount of explicit fault sim-
ulation required. Some details of FSIM are explained
in Section 4. We use a modification to FSIM (which we
call FSIM∗) to generate the fault table, and compare
the performance of our GPU-based fault-table gener-
ator, GFTABLE, to those of FSIM∗. Since the target
hardware in our case is architecturally different from
a single core microprocessor, the original algorithm is
redesigned and augmented to maximally exploit the
computational power of the GPU.

The application of GPUs for general purpose com-
putations has been actively explored [17, 22]. The ap-
proach described in [11] accelerates fault simulation by
employing a table look-up based approach on the GPU.
Their approach, in contrast to ours, does not target a
fault table computation, but only accelerates fault simu-
lation. The data transferred between the GPU and host
in [11] only records fault detection (and not the vector
that caused detection) and is therefore not sufficient
to construct a complete fault table. Also, unlike our
approach, [11] does not take advantage of the bit-
parallelism available on the GPU. Further, [11] does
not employ critical path tracing or the dominator con-
cept, both of which help achieve a substantial reduction
in the simulation runtime [16].

An approach which generates compressed fault ta-
bles or dictionaries is described in [29]. This approach
concentrates on reducing the size taken by the fault
table by using compaction [3, 35] or aliasing [31] tech-
niques during fault table generation. Our approach,
on the other hand reduces the compute time for fault
table generation by exploiting the immense parallelism
available in the GPU, and is hence orthogonal to [29].

3 Architecture

In this section we discuss the key architectural aspects
of the NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800 GPU device, which is
the GPU used in our implementation. We discuss the
hardware and programming model for this device.

3.1 Hardware Model

The Quadro FX 5800 architecture has 30 multiproces-
sors per chip and eight processors (ALUs) per multi-
processor. During any clock cycle, all the processors of
a multiprocessor execute the same instruction, but may
operate on different data. There is no mechanism to
communicate between the different multiprocessors. In
other words, no native synchronization primitives exist

to enable communication between multiprocessors. We
next discuss the relevant memories of the device.

A pool of shared memory within each multiprocessor
is accessible to all its processors. Each block of shared
memory represents 16 banks of single-ported SRAM.
Each bank has 1KB of storage and a bandwidth of
32 bits per clock cycle. Furthermore, since there are 30
multiprocessors on a Quadro FX 5800, this results in a
total storage of 480 KB. However, if two or more access
requests are made to the same bank, a bank conf lict
results. In this case, the conflict is resolved by granting
accesses in a serial fashion. Thus, shared memory must
be accessed in a fashion such that bank conflicts are
minimized.

Global memory is read/write memory that is not
cached. A single floating point value read from (or
written to) global memory can take 400 to 600 clock
cycles. Much of this global memory latency can be
hidden if there are sufficient arithmetic instructions
that can be issued while waiting for the global memory
access to complete. Since the global memory is not
cached, access patterns can dramatically change the
amount of time spent in waiting for global memory ac-
cesses. Thus, coalesced accesses of 32-bit, 64-bit, or 128-
bit quantities should be performed in order to increase
the throughput and to maximize the bus bandwidth
utilization. The total on-board memory in Quadro FX
5800 is 4 GB.

3.2 Programming Model

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture), which
is used for interfacing with the GPU device, is a new
hardware and software architecture for issuing and
managing computations on the GPU as a data-parallel
computing device, without the need of mapping them
to a traditional graphics API [20]. CUDA was released
by NVIDIA corporation in early 2007.

CUDA’s programming model is summarized in
Fig. 1. When programmed through CUDA, the GPU
is viewed as a compute device capable of executing a
large number of threads in parallel. Threads are the
atomic units of parallel computation, and the code they
execute is called a kernel. The GPU device operates as
a coprocessor to the main CPU, or host. Data-parallel,
compute-intensive portions of applications running on
the host can be off-loaded onto the GPU device. Such a
portion is compiled into the instruction set of the GPU
device and the resulting program, called a kernel, is
downloaded to the device.

A thread block (equivalently referred to as a block)
is a batch of threads that can co-operate together
by efficiently sharing data through some fast shared
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Fig. 1 Programming model of CUDA

memory and synchronize their execution to coordinate
memory accesses. Users can specify synchronization
points in the kernel, where threads in a block are sus-
pended until they all reach the synchronization point.
Threads are grouped in warps, which are further
grouped in blocks. Threads have identity numbers
threadIDs which can be viewed as a one, two or three
dimensional value. All the warps composing a block
are guaranteed to run on the same multiprocessor, and
can thus take advantage of shared memory and local
synchronization. Each warp contains the same number
of threads, called the warp size, and is executed in a
SIMD fashion; a thread scheduler periodically switches
from one warp to another to maximize the use of the
multiprocessor’s computational resources. In case of
the Quadro FX 5800, the warp size is 32. Thread blocks
have restrictions on the maximum number of threads
in them. In a Quadro FX 5800 the maximum number of
threads grouped in a thread block is 512.

A thread block can be executed by a single multi-
processor. However, blocks of same dimensionality (i.e.
orientation of the threads in them) and size (i.e number
of threads in them) that execute the same kernel can
be batched together into a grid of blocks. The number
of blocks in a grid is referred to as dimgrid. A grid of

thread blocks is executed on the device by executing
one or more blocks on each multiprocessor using time
slicing. However, at a given time, at the most 1,024
threads can be active in a single multiprocessor in the
GPU Quadro 5800 device.

4 Approach

In order to maximally harness the high computational
power of the GPU, our fault table generation approach
is designed in a manner that is aware of the GPU’s
architectural and functional features and constraints.
For instance, the programming model of a GPU is the
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) model, under
which all threads must compute identical instructions,
but on different data. GPUs allow extreme speedups
if the different threads being evaluated have minimal
data dependencies or global synchronization require-
ments. Our implementation honors these constraints
and maximally avoids data or control dependencies
between different threads. Further, even though the
GPU’s maximum bandwidth to/from the on-board
memory has dramatically increased in recent GPUs
(∼141.7 GB/s in the NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800), the
GPU to host communication in our implementation is
done using the PCIe 1.0a standard, with a data rate
of ∼500 MB/s for 16 lanes. Therefore, our approach is
implemented such that the communication between the
host and the GPU is minimized.

In this section, we provide the details of our
GFTABLE approach. As mentioned earlier, we
modified FSIM [16] (which only performs fault simu-
lation) to generate a complete fault table, and refer to
this version as FSIM∗. The underlying algorithm for
GFTABLE is a significantly re-engineered variant of
FSIM∗. We next discuss FSIM∗, along with our key
modifications to capitalize on the parallelism available
in a GPU.

4.1 Definitions

We first define some of the key terms with the help of
the example circuit shown in Fig. 2. A stem (or fanout
stem) is defined as a line (or net) which fans out to more
than one gate. All primary outputs of the circuit are
defined as stems. For example in Fig. 2, the stems are
k and p. If the fanout branches of each stem are cut
off, this induces a partition of the circuit into fanout
free regions (FFRs). For example, in Fig. 2, we get two
FFRs as shown by the dotted triangles. The output of
any FFR is a stem (say s), and the FFR is referred to
as FFR(s). If all paths from a stem s pass through a
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line l before reaching a primary output, then the line
l is called a dominator of the stem s. If there are no
other dominators between the stem s and dominator l,
then line l is called the immediate dominator of s. In the
example, p is an immediate dominator of stem k. The
region between a stem s and its immediate dominator
is called the stem region (SR) of s, and is referred to as
SR(s). Also, we define a vector as a two-dimensional
array with a length equal to the number of primary
inputs, and a width equal to P, the packet size. In Fig. 2,
the vectors are on the primary inputs a, b , c, d and e.
The packet size is P = 4. In other words, each vector
consists of P fault patterns. In practice, the packet
size for bit-parallel fault simulators is typically equal to
the word size of the computer on which the simulator
is implemented. In our experiments, the packet size
(P) is 32.

If the change of the logic value at line s is observable
at line t, then detectability D(s, t) = 1, else D(s, t) = 0.
If a fault f injected at some line is detectable at line t,
then fault detectability FD( f , t) = 1, else FD( f , t) = 0.
If t is a primary output, the (fault) detectability is called
a global (fault) detectability. The cumulative detectabil-
ity of a line s, CD(s), is the logical OR of the fault
detectabilities of the lines which merge at s. The ith

element of CD(s) is defined as 1 iff there exists a fault
f (to be simulated) such that FD( f , s) =1 under the ap-
plication of the ith test pattern of the vector. Otherwise,
it is defined as 0. The following five properties hold for
cumulative detectabilities:

– If a fault f (either s-a-1 or s-a-0) is injected at
a line s and no other fault propagates to s, then
CD(s) = FD( f , s).

– If both s-a-0 and s-a-1 faults are injected at a line s,
CD(s) = (11..1).

– If no fault is injected at a line s and no other faults
propagate to s, then CD(s) = (00..0).

– Suppose there is a path from s to t. Then
CD(t) = CD(s) · D(s, t), where · is the bitwise AND
operation.

– Suppose two paths r → t and s → t merge. Then
CD(t) = (CD(r)D(r, t) + CD(s)D(s, t)), where +
is the bitwise OR operation.

Further details on detectability and cumulative de-
tectability can be found in [16].

The sensitive inputs of a unate gate with two or more
inputs are determined as follows:

– If only one input k has a Dominant Logic Value
(DLV), then k is sensitive. AND and NAND gates
have a DLV of 0. OR and NOR gates have a
DLV of 1.

– If all the inputs of a gate have a value DLV, then
all inputs are sensitive,

– Otherwise no input is sensitive.

Critical path tracing (CPT), which was introduced
in [1], is an alternative to conventional forward fault
simulation. The approach consists of determining paths
of critical lines, called critical paths, by a backtracing
process starting at the POs for a vector vi. Note that
a critical line is a line driving the sensitive input of
a gate. Note that the POs are critical in any test. By
finding the critical lines for vi, one can immediately
infer the faults detected by vi. CPT is performed after
fault free simulation of the circuit for a vector vi has
been conducted. To aid the backtracing, sensitive gate
inputs during fault free simulation are marked.

For FFRs, CPT is always exact. In both approaches
described in the next section, FSIM∗ and GPU-
TABLE, CPT is used only for the FFRs. An example
illustrating CPT is provided in the sequel.

4.2 Algorithms: FSIM∗ and GFTABLE

The algorithm for FSIM∗ is displayed in Algorithm 1.
The key modifications for GFTABLE are explained
in text in the sequel. Both FSIM∗ and GFTABLE
maintain three major lists, a fault list (FL), a stem
list (STEM_LIST) and an active stem list (ACTIVE_
STEM), all on the CPU. The stem list stores all the
stems {s} whose corresponding FFRs ({F F R(s)}) are
candidates for fault simulation. The active stem list
stores stems {s∗} for which at least one fault propagates
to the immediate dominator of the stem s∗ . The stems
stored in the two lists are in the ascending order of their
topological levels.

It is important to note that the GPU can never
launch a kernel. Kernel launches are exclusively per-
formed by the CPU (host). As a result, if (as in the case
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of FSIM∗
1: FSIM∗(N){
2: Set up Fault list FL.
3: Find FFRs and SRs.
4: STEM_LIST ← all stems
5: Fault table [aik] initialized to all zero matrix.

6: v=0
7: while v < N do
8: v=v + packet width
9: Generate one test vector using LFSR

10: Perform fault free simulation
11: ACTIVE_STEM ← NULL.
12: for each stem s in STEM_LIST do
13: Simulate FFR using CPT
14: Compute CD(s)
15: if (CD(s) �= (00...0)) then
16: Simulate SRs and compute D(s, t), where t is the

immediate dominator of s.
17: if (D(s, t) �= (00...0)) then
18: ACTIVE_STEM ← ACTIVE_STEM + s.
19: end if
20: end if
21: end for

22: while (ACTIVE_STEM �= NULL) do
23: Remove the highest level stem s from

ACTIVE_STEM.
24: Compute D(s, t), where t is an auxiliary output which

connects all primary outputs.
25: if (D(s, t) �= (00...0)) then
26: for (each each fault fi in FFR(s)) do
27: FD( fi, t) = FD( fi, s) · D(s, t).
28: Store FD( fi, t) in the ith row of [aik]
29: end for
30: end if
31: end while

32: end while
33: }

of GFTABLE), a conditional evaluation needs to be
performed (lines 15, 17, and 25 for example), the con-
dition must be checked by the CPU, which can then
launch the appropriate GPU kernel if the condition is
met. Therefore, the value being tested in the condition
must be transferred by the GPU back to the CPU. The
GPU operates on T threads at once (each computing
a 32-bit result). Hence, in order to reduce the volume
of data transferred and to reduce it to the size of a
computer word on the CPU, the results from the GPU
threads are reduced down to one 32-bit value before
being transferred back to the CPU.

The argument to both the algorithms is the number
of test patterns (N) over which the fault table is to
be computed for the circuit. As a preprocessing step,
both FSIM∗ and GFTABLE compute the fault list

FL, award every gate a gate_id, compute the level of
each gate and identify the stems. The algorithms then
identify the FFR and SR of each stem (this is computed
on the CPU). As discussed earlier, the stems and the
corresponding FFRs and SRs of these stems in our
example circuit are marked in Fig. 2. Let us consider
the following five faults in our example circuit: a s-a-0,
c s-a-1, c s-a-0, l s-a-0 and l s-a-1, which are added
to the fault list FL. Also assume that the fault table
generation is carried out for a single vector of length
5 (since there are five primary inputs) consisting of
4-bit wide packets. In other words, each vector consists
of four patterns of primary input values. The fault
table [aij] is initialized to the all zero matrix. In our
example, the size of this matrix is N × 5. The above
steps are shown in lines 1 through 5 of Algorithm 1.
The rest of FSIM∗ and GFTABLE are within a while
loop (line 7) with condition v < N, where N is the total
number of patterns to be simulated and v is the current
count of patterns which are already simulated. For both
algorithms, v is initialized to zero (line 6).

4.2.1 Generating Vectors (Line 9)

The test vectors in FSIM∗ are generated using an
LFSR-based pseudo-random number generator on the
CPU. For every test vector, as will be seen later, fault
free and faulty simulations are carried out. Each test
vector in FSIM∗ is a vector (array) of 32-bit integers
with a length equal to the number of primary inputs
(NPI). In this case, v is incremented by 32 (packet-
width) in every iteration of the while loop (line 8).

Each test vector in GFTABLE is a vector of length
NPI and width 32 × T, where T is the number of
threads launched in parallel in a grid of thread blocks.
Therefore, in this case, for every while loop iteration,
v is incremented by T × 32. The test vectors are gen-
erated on the CPU (as in FSIM∗) and transferred to
the GPU memory. In all the results reported in this
paper, both FSIM∗ and GFTABLE utilize identical test
vectors (generated by the LFSR-based pseudo-random
number generator on the CPU). In all examples, the
results of GFTABLE matched those of FSIM*. The
GFTABLE runtimes reported always include the time
required to transfer the input patterns to the GPU and
the time required to transfer results back to the CPU.

4.2.2 Fault Free Simulation (Line 10)

Now, for each test vector, FSIM∗ performs fault free
or true value simulation. Fault free simulation is essen-
tially the logic simulation of every gate, carried out in a
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forward levelized order. The fault free output at every
gate, computed as a result of the gate’s evaluation, is
recorded in the CPU’s memory.

Fault free simulation in GFTABLE is carried out
in a forward levelized manner as well. Depending on
the gate type and the number of inputs, a separate
kernel on the GPU is launched for T threads. As an
example, the pseudocode of the kernel which evaluates
the fault free simulation value of a two input AND gate
is provided in Algorithm 2. The arguments to the kernel
are the pointer to global memory, MEM, where fault
free values are stored, and the gate_id of the gate being
evaluated (id) and its two inputs (a and b). Let the
thread’s (unique) threadID be tx. The data in MEM,
indexed at a location (tx + a × T) is ANDed with
the data at location (tx + b × T) and the result is
stored in MEM indexed at location (tx + id × T). Our
implementation has a similar kernel for every gate in
our library.

Since the amount of global memory on the GPU is
limited, we store the fault free simulation data in the
global memory of the GPU for at most L gates of a
circuit. Note that we require two copies of the fault
free simulation data, one for use as a reference and
the other for temporary modification to compute faulty
circuit data. For the remaining gates, the fault free data
is transferred to and from the CPU, as and when it
is computed or required on the GPU. This allows our
GFTABLE approach to scale regardless of the size of
the given circuit.

Figure 2 shows the fault free output at every gate,
when a single test vector of packet width 4 is applied at
its five inputs.

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the kernel for logic simula-
tion of two-input AND gate

logic_simulation_kernel_AND_2(int ∗MEM, int id,

int a, int b){
tx = my_thread_id
MEM[tx+id ∗ T]= MEM[tx+a ∗ T] · MEM[tx+b ∗ T]
}

4.2.3 Computing Detectabilities and Cumulative
Detectabilities (Lines 13, 14)

Next, in the FSIM∗ and GFTABLE algorithms, for
every stem s, CD(s) is computed. This is done by com-
puting the detectability of every fault and line in FFR(s)
by using Critical Path Tracing and the properties of
cumulative detectabilities discussed in Section 4.1.

This step is further explained by the help of Fig. 3.
The FFR(k) from the example circuit is copied four
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Fig. 3 CPT on FFR(k)

times,1 one for each pattern in the vector applied. In
each of the copies, the sensitive input is marked using
a bold dot. The critical lines are darkened. Using these
markings, the detectabilities of all lines at stem k can
be computed as follows: D(a, k) = 0001, since out of
the four copies, only in the fourth copy a lies on the
sensitive path (i.e., a path consisting of critical lines)
backtraced from k. Similarly we compute the following:

D(b , k) = 1000; D(c, k) = 0010; D(i, k) = 1001;
D( j, k) = 0010; D(k, k) = 1111; D(a, i) = 0111;
D(b , i) = 1010 and D(c, j ) = 1111.

Now for the faults in FFR(k) (i.e., a s-a-0, c s-a-0 and
c s-a-1), we compute the FDs as follows:

FD(a s-a-0, k) = FD(a s-a-0, a) · D(a, k).

For every test pattern, the fault a s-a-0 can be observed
at a only when the fault free value at a is different
from the stuck at value of the fault. Among the four
copies in Fig. 3, only the first and third copy have a fault
free value of ‘1’ at line a, and thus fault a s-a-0 can be
observed only in the first and third copies. Therefore
FD(a s-a-0, a) = 1010. Therefore, FD(a s-a-0, k) =
1010 · 0001 = 0000. Similarly, FD(c s-a-0, k) = 0010 and
FD(c s-a-1, k) = 0000.

Now, by definition

CD(k) = (CD(i) · D(i, k) + CD( j ) · D( j, k)) and
CD(i) = (CD(a) · D(a, i) + CD(b) · D(b , i)).

From the first property discussed for CD, CD(a) =
FD(a s-a-0, a) = 1010, and by definition CD(b) =
0000. By substitution and similarly computing CD(i)
and CD( j ), we compute CD(k) = 0010.

1This is because the packet width is 4.
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The implementation of the computation of de-
tectabilities and cumulative detectabilities in FSIM∗
and GFTABLE is different, since in GFTABLE, all
computations for computing detectabilities and cumu-
lative detectabilities are done on the GPU, with every
kernel executed on the GPU launched with T threads.
Thus a single kernel in GFTABLE computes T times
more data, compared to the corresponding computa-
tion in FSIM∗. In FSIM∗, the backtracing is performed
in a topological manner from the output of the FFR to
its inputs, and is not scheduled for gates driving zero
critical lines in the packet. We found that this pruning
reduces the number of gate evaluations by 42% in
FSIM∗ (based on tests run on four benchmark circuits).
In GFTABLE, however, T times more patterns are
evaluated at once, and as a result, no reduction in the
number of scheduled gate evaluations were observed
for the same four benchmarks. Hence, in GFTABLE,
we perform a brute-force backtracing on all gates
in an FFR.

As an example, the pseudocode of the kernel which
evaluates the cumulative detectability at output k of
a two-input gate with inputs i and j is provided in
Algorithm 3. The arguments to the kernel are the
pointer to global memory, CD, where cumulative de-
tectabilities are stored, pointer to global memory, D,
where detectabilites on the immediate dominator, and
the gate_id of the gate being evaluated (k) and its two
inputs (i and j ). Let the thread’s (unique) threadID
be tx. The data in CD and D, indexed at a location
(tx + i × T) and (tx + j × T), and the result computed
as per

CD(k) = (CD(i) · D(i, k) + CD( j ) · D( j, k))

is stored in CD indexed at location (tx + k × T). Our
implementation has a similar kernel for two,three and
four input gates in our library.

Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the kernel to compute CD
of the output k of two-input gate with inputs i and j

CPT_kernel_2(int ∗ CD, int ∗ D, inti, intj, intk){
tx = my_thread_id
CD[tx + k ∗ T]=CD[tx + i ∗ T] · D[tx + i ∗ T] + CD[tx +
j ∗ T] · D[tx + j ∗ T]
}

4.2.4 Fault Simulation of SR(s) (Lines 15, 16)

In the next step, the FSIM∗ algorithm checks that
CD(s) �= (00...0) (line 15), before it schedules the sim-
ulation of SR(s) until its immediate dominator t, and
the computation of D(s, t). In other words, if CD(s) =

(00...0), it implies that for the current vector, the fron-
tier of all faults upstream from s has died before reach-
ing the stem s, and thus no fault can be detected at
s. In that case, the fault simulation of SR(s) would be
pointless.

In the case of GFTABLE, the effective packet size
is 32 × T. T is usually set to more than 1000 (in our
experiments it is ≥10K), in order to take advantage of
the immense parallelism available on the GPU and to
lower the overhead of launching a kernel and accessing
global memory. The probability of finding CD(s) =
(00...0) in GFTABLE is therefore very low (∼0.001).
Further, this check would require the logical OR of
T 32-bit integers on the GPU, which is an expensive
computation. As a result, we bypass the test of line 15
in GFTABLE, and always schedule the computation of
SR(s) (line 16).

In simulating SR(s), explicit fault simulation is per-
formed in the forward levelized order from stem s to
its immediate dominator t. The input at stem s during
simulation of SR(s) is CD(s) XORed with fault free
value at s. This is equivalent to injecting the faults
which are upstream from s and observable at s. After
the fault simulation of SR(s), the detectability D(s, t)
is computed by XORing the simulation output at t
with the true value simulation at t. During the forward
levelized simulation, the immediate fanout of a gate
g is scheduled only if the result of the logic evalu-
ation at g is different from its fault free value. This
check is conducted for every gate in all paths from
stem s to its immediate dominator t. On the GPU,
this step would involve XORing the current gate’s T
32-bit outputs with the previously stored fault free T
32-bit outputs. It would then require the computation
of a logical reduction OR of the T 32-bit results of
the XOR into one 32-bit result. This is because line
17 is computed on the CPU, which requires a 32-bit
operand. In GFTABLE, the reduction OR operation is
a modified version of the highly optimized tree-based
parallel reduction algorithm on the GPU, described
in [25]. The approach in [25] effectively avoids bank
conflicts and divergent warps, minimizes global mem-
ory access latencies and employs loop unrolling to gain
further speedup. Our modified reduction algorithm has
a key difference compared to [25]. The approach in [25]
computes a SUM instead of a logical OR. The approach
described in [25] is a breadth first approach. In our
case employing a breadth first approach is expensive,
since we need to detect if any of the T × 32 bits is not
equal to 0. Therefore, as soon as we find a single non-
zero entry we can finish our computation. Note that
performing this test sequentially would be extremely
slow in the worst case. We therefore equally divide
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the array of T 32-bit words into smaller groups of size
Q words, and compute the logical OR of all numbers
within a group using our modified parallel reduction
approach. As a result, our approach is a hybrid of
a breadth-first and a depth-first approach. If the re-
duction result for any group is not (00...0), we return
from the parallel reduction kernel and schedule the
fanout of the current gate. If the reduction result for
any group, on the other hand, is equal to (00...0), we
compute the logical reduction OR of the next group
and so on. Each logical reduction OR is computed
using our reduction kernel, which takes advantage of all
the optimizations suggested in [25] (and improves [25]
further by virtue of our modifications). The optimal size
of the reduction groups was experimentally determined
to be Q = 256. We found that when reducing 256 words
at once, there was a high probability of having at least
one non zero bit, and thus there was a high likelihood
of returning early from the parallel reduction kernel.
At the same time, using 256 words allowed for a fast
reduction within a single thread block of size equal to
128 threads. Scheduling a thread block of 128 threads
uses four warps (of warp size equal to 32 threads each).
The thread block can schedule the four warps in a time-
sliced fashion, where each integer OR operation takes
four clock cycles, and therefore making optimal use of
the hardware resources.

Despite using the above optimization in parallel
reduction, the check can still be expensive, since our
parallel reduction kernel is launched after every gate
evaluation. To further reduce the runtime, we launch
our parallel reduction kernel after every G gates. Dur-
ing in-between runs, the fanout gates are always sched-
uled to be evaluated. Due to this, we would potentially
do a few extra simulations, but this approach proved
to be significantly faster when compared to either per-
forming a parallel reduction after every gate’s simula-
tion or scheduling every gate in SR(s) for simulation in
a brute-force manner. We experimentally determined
the optimal value for G to be 20.

In the next step (lines 17 and 18), the detectability
D(s, t) is tested. If it is not equal to (00...0), stem s is
added to the ACTIVE_STEM list. Again this step of
the algorithm is identical for FSIM∗ and GFTABLE,
however the difference is in the implementation. On
the GPU, a parallel reduction technique, as explained
in the last paragraph, is used for testing if D(s, t) �=
(00...0). The resulting 32-bit value is transferred back
to the CPU. The if condition (line 17) is checked on
the CPU and if it is true, the ACTIVE_STEM list is
augmented on the CPU.

For our example circuit, SR(k) is displayed in Fig. 4.
The input at stem k is 0010 (CD(k) XORed with fault
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Fig. 4 Fault simulation on SR(k)

free value at k). The two primary inputs d and e have
the original test vectors. From the output evaluated
after explicit simulation until p, D(k,p) = 0010 �= 0000.
Thus, k is added to the active stem list.

Due to space constraints, the details of performing
CPT on FFR(p) and computing the detectabilities and
cumulative detectabilities are skipped. The resulting
values are listed below:

D(l, p) = 1111; D(n, p) = 1111; D(d, p) = 0000;
D(m, p) = 0000; D(e, p) = 0000; D(o,p) = 0000;
D(d, n) = 0000; D(l, n) = 1111; D(m, o) = 0000; D(e,
o) = 1111; FD(l s-a-0, p) = 0000; FD(l s-a-1, p) = 1111;
CD(d) = 0000; CD(l) = 1111; CD(m) = 0000; CD(e) =
0000; CD(n) = 1111; CD(o) = 0000 and CD(p) = 1111.

Since CD(p) �= (0000) and D(p, p) �= (0000), the stem
p is added to ACTIVE_STEM list.

4.2.5 Generating the Fault Table (Line 22–31)

Next, FSIM∗ computes the global detectability of faults
(and stems) in the backward order, i.e., it removes
the highest level stem s from the ACTIVE_STEM list
(line 23) and computes its global detectability (line 24).
If it is not equal to (00..0) (line 25), the global de-
tectability of every fault in FFR(s) is computed and
stored in the [aij] matrix (lines 26–28).

The corresponding implementation in GFTABLE
maintains the ACTIVE_STEM on the CPU, and like
FSIM∗, first computes the global detectability of the
highest level stem s from ACTIVE_STEM list, but
on the GPU. Also, another parallel reduction ker-
nel is invoked for D(s, t), since the resulting data
needs to be transferred to the CPU for testing if the
global detectability of s is not equal to (00..0) (line
25). If true, the global detectability of every fault in
FFR(s) is computed on the GPU and transferred back
to the CPU to store the final fault table matrix on
the CPU.
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The complete algorithm of our GFTABLE approach
is displayed in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Pseudocode of GFTABLE
GFTABLE(N){
Set up Fault list FL.
Find FFRs and SRs.
STEM_LIST ← all stems
Fault table [aik] initialized to all zero matrix.

v=0
while v < N do

v=v + T × 32
Generate using LFSR on CPU and transfer test vector to
GPU
Perform fault free simulation on GPU
ACTIVE_STEM ← NULL.
for each stem s in STEM_LIST do

Simulate FFR using CPT on GPU // bruteforce back-
tracking on all gates
Simulate SRs on GPU
// check at every Gth gate during
// forward levelized simulation if fault frontier still
alive,
// else continue with for loop with s ← next stem in
STEM_LIST
Compute D(s, t) on GPU, where t is the immediate
dominator of s. // computed using hybrid parallel re-
duction on GPU
if (D(s, t) �= (00...0)) then

update on CPU ACTIVE_STEM ←
ACTIVE_STEM + s

end if
end for

while (ACTIVE_STEM �= NULL) do
Remove the highest level stem s from
ACTIVE_STEM.
Compute D(s, t) on GPU, where t is an auxiliary out-
put which connects all primary outputs. // computed
using hybrid parallel reduction on GPU
if (D(s, t) �= (00...0)) then

for (each each fault fi in FFR(s)) do
FD( fi, t) = FD( fi, s) · D(s, t). // computed on
GPU
Store FD( fi, t) in the ith row of [aik] // stored on
CPU

end for
end if

end while

end while
}

5 Experimental Results

As discussed previously, pattern parallelism in
GFTABLE includes both bit parallelism, obtained
by performing logical operations on words (i.e. packet

size is 32) and thread-level parallelism, obtained by
launching T GPU threads concurrently. With respect
to bit parallelism, the bit width used in GFTABLE
implemented on the NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800 was
32. This was chosen to make a fair comparison with
FSIM∗, which was run on a 32-bit, 3.6 GHz Intel CPU
running Linux (Fedora Core 3), with 3 GB RAM.
It should be noted that Quadro FX 5800 also allows
operations on 64-bit words.

With respect to thread-level parallelism, launching a
kernel with a higher number of threads in the grid al-
lows us to better take advantage of the immense paral-
lelism available on the GPU, and reduces the overhead
of launching a kernel and hides the latency of accessing
global memory. However, due to a finite size of the
global memory there is an upper limit on the number
of threads that can be launched simultaneously. Hence
we split the fault list of a circuit into smaller fault lists.
This is done by first topologically listing the circuit from
the primary inputs to the primary outputs. We then
collect the faults associated with every Z (=100) gates
from this list, to generate the smaller fault lists. Our
approach is then implemented in an iterative fashion,
where a new fault list is targeted in a new iteration. We
statically allocate global memory for storing the fault
detectabilities of the current faults (faults currently
under consideration) for all threads launched in parallel
on the GPU. Let the number of faults in the current
list being considered be F, and the number of threads
launched simultaneously be T, then F × T × 4B of
global memory is used for storing the current faults
detectabilities. As mentioned previously, we statically
allocate space for two copies of fault free simulation
output for at most L gates. The gates of the circuit are
topologically sorted from the primary outputs to the
primary inputs. The fault free data (and its copy) of the
first L gates in the sorted list are statically stored on
the GPU. This further uses L × T × 2 × 4B of global
memory. For the remaining gates, the fault free data
is transferred to and from the CPU, as and when it is
computed or required on the GPU.

Further, the detectabilities and cumulative de-
tectabilities of all gates in the FFRs of the current faults,
and for all the dominators in the circuit, are stored
on the GPU. The total on-board memory on a single
NVIDIA Quadro FX 5800 is 4 GB. With our current
implementation, we can launch T = 16K threads in par-
allel, while using L = 32K gates. Note that the complete
fault dictionary is never stored on the GPU, and hence
the number of test patterns used for generating the fault
table can be arbitrarily large. Also, since GFTABLE
does not store the information of the entire circuit on
the GPU, it can handle arbitrary sized circuits.
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Table 1 Fault table
generation results with
L = 32K

Circuit # Gates # Faults FSIM∗ GFTABLE Speedup GFTABLE-8 Speedup

c432 196 524 0.77 12.60 16.43× 0.13 93.87×
c499 243 758 0.75 8.40 11.20× 0.13 64.00×
c880 443 942 1.15 17.40 15.13× 0.20 86.46×
c1355 587 1,574 2.53 23.95 9.46× 0.44 54.03×
c1908 913 1,879 4.68 51.38 10.97× 0.82 62.70×
c2670 1,426 2,747 1.92 56.27 29.35× 0.34 167.72×
c3540 1,719 3,428 7.55 168.07 22.26× 1.32 127.20×
c5315 2,485 5,350 4.50 109.05 24.23× 0.79 138.48×
c6288 2,448 7,744 28.28 669.02 23.65× 4.95 135.17×
c7552 3,719 7,550 10.70 204.33 19.10× 1.87 109.12×
b14_1 7,283 12,608 70.27 831.27 11.83× 12.30 67.60×
b14 9,382 16,207 100.87 1,502.47 14.90× 17.65 85.12×
b15 12,587 21,453 136.78 1,659.10 12.13× 23.94 69.31×
b20_1 17,157 31,034 193.72 3,307.08 17.07× 33.90 97.55×
b20 20,630 35,937 319.82 4,992.73 15.61× 55.97 89.21×
b21_1 16,623 29,119 176.75 3,138.08 17.75× 30.93 101.45×
b21 20,842 35,968 262.75 4,857.90 18.49× 45.98 105.65×
b17 40,122 69,111 903.22 4,921.60 5.45× 158.06 31.14×
b18 40,122 69,111 899.32 4,914.93 5.47× 157.38 31.23×
b22_1 25,011 44,778 369.34 4,756.53 12.88× 64.63 73.59×
b22 29,116 51,220 399.34 6,319.47 15.82× 69.88 90.43×
Average 15.68× 89.57×

The results of our current implementation, for ten
ISCAS benchmarks and 11 ITC99 benchmarks, for
0.5M patterns, are reported in Table 1. All runtimes
reported are in seconds. The fault tables obtained from
GFTABLE, for all benchmarks, were verified against
those obtained from FSIM∗, and were found to verify
with 100% fidelity. Column 1 lists the circuit under

consideration, Columns 2 and 3 lists the number of
gates and (collapsed) faults in the circuit. The total run-
times for FSIM∗ and GFTABLE are listed in Columns
4 and 5 respectively. The runtime of GFTABLE in-
cludes the total time taken on both the GPU and the
CPU, and the time taken for all the data transfers
between the GPU and the CPU. In particular, the

Table 2 Fault table
generation results with
L = 8K

Circuit # Gates # Faults FSIM∗ GFTABLE Speedup GFTABLE-8 Speedup

c432 196 524 0.73 12.60 17.19× 0.13 98.23×
c499 243 758 0.75 8.40 11.20× 0.13 64.00×
c880 443 942 1.13 17.40 15.36× 0.20 87.76×
c1355 587 1,574 2.52 23.95 9.52× 0.44 54.37×
c1908 913 1,879 4.73 51.38 10.86× 0.83 62.04×
c2670 1,426 2,747 1.93 56.27 29.11× 0.34 166.34×
c3540 1,719 3,428 7.57 168.07 22.21× 1.32 126.92×
c5315 2,485 5,350 4.53 109.05 24.06× 0.79 137.47×
c6288 2,448 7,744 28.17 669.02 23.75× 4.93 135.72×
c7552 3,719 7,550 10.60 204.33 19.28× 1.85 110.15×
b14_1 7,283 12,608 70.05 831.27 11.87× 12.26 67.81×
b14 9,382 16,207 120.53 1,502.47 12.47× 21.09 71.23×
b15 12,587 21,453 216.12 1,659.10 7.68× 37.82 43.87×
b20_1 17,157 31,034 410.68 3,307.08 8.05× 71.87 46.02×
b20 20,630 35,937 948.06 4,992.73 5.27× 165.91 30.09×
b21_1 16,623 29,119 774.45 3,138.08 4.05× 135.53 23.15×
b21 20,842 35,968 974.03 4,857.90 5.05× 170.46 28.50×
b17 40,122 69,111 1,764.01 4,921.60 2.79× 308.70 15.94×
b18 40,122 69,111 2,100.40 4,914.93 2.34× 367.57 13.37×
b22_1 25,011 44,778 647.15 4,756.53 7.35× 113.25 42.00×
b22 29,116 51,220 915.87 6,319.47 6.90× 160.28 39.43×
Average 12.88× 69.73×
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Table 3 Fault table
generation results with
L = 16K

Circuit # Gates # Faults FSIM∗ GFTABLE Speedup GFTABLE-8 Speedup

c432 196 524 0.73 12.60 17.33× 0.13 99.04×
c499 243 758 0.75 8.40 11.20× 0.13 64.00×
c880 443 942 1.03 17.40 16.89× 0.18 96.53×
c1355 587 1,574 2.53 23.95 9.46× 0.44 54.03×
c1908 913 1,879 4.68 51.38 10.97× 0.82 62.70×
c2670 1,426 2,747 1.97 56.27 28.61× 0.34 163.46×
c3540 1,719 3,428 7.92 168.07 21.22× 1.39 121.26×
c5315 2,485 5,350 4.50 109.05 24.23× 0.79 138.48×
c6288 2,448 7,744 28.28 669.02 23.65× 4.95 135.17×
c7552 3,719 7,550 10.70 204.33 19.10× 1.87 109.12×
b14_1 7,283 12,608 70.27 831.27 11.83× 12.30 67.60×
b14 9,382 16,207 100.87 1,502.47 14.90× 17.65 85.12×
b15 12,587 21,453 136.78 1,659.10 12.13× 23.94 69.31×
b20_1 17,157 31,034 193.72 3,307.08 17.07× 33.90 97.55×
b20 20,630 35,937 459.82 4,992.73 10.86× 80.47 62.05×
b21_1 16,623 29,119 156.75 3,138.08 20.02× 27.43 114.40×
b21 20,842 35,968 462.75 4,857.90 10.50× 80.98 59.99×
b17 40,122 69,111 1,203.22 4,921.60 4.09× 210.56 23.37×
b18 40,122 69,111 1,399.32 4,914.93 3.51× 244.88 20.07×
b22_1 25,011 44,778 561.34 4,756.53 8.47× 98.23 48.42×
b22 29116 51,220 767.34 6,319.47 8.24× 134.28 47.06×
Average 14.49× 82.80×

transfer time includes the time taken to transfer the
following.

– The test patterns which are generated on the CPU
(CPU → GPU).

– The results from the multiple invocations of the
parallel reduction kernel (GPU → CPU).

– The global fault detectabilities over all test patterns
for all faults (GPU → CPU) and

– The fault free data of any gate which is not in the set
of L gates (during true value and faulty simulations)
(CPU ↔ GPU).

Column 6 reports the speedup of GFTABLE over
FSIM∗. The average speedup over the 21 benchmarks
is reported in the last row. On average, GFTABLE is
15.68× faster than FSIM∗.

By using the NVIDIA Tesla server housing up to
eight GPUs [21], the available global memory increases
by 8×. Hence we can potentially launch 8× more
threads simultaneously, and set L to be large enough
to hold the fault free data (and its copy) for all the
gates in our benchmark circuits. This allows for a ∼8×
speedup in the processing time. The first three items of
the transfer times in the list above will not scale, and
the last item will not contribute to the total runtime.
In Table 1, Column 7 lists the projected runtimes when
using a 8 GPU system for GFTABLE (referred to as
GFTABLE-8). The projected speedup of GFTABLE-8
compared to FSIM∗ is listed in Column 8. The average
potential speedup is 89.57×.

Tables 2 and 3 report the results with L = 8K and
16K, respectively. All columns in Tables 2 and 3 report
similar entries as described for Table 1. The speedup
of GFTABLE and GFTABLE-8 over FSIM∗ with L =
8K is 12.88× and 69.73×, respectively. Similarly, the
speedup of GFTABLE and GFTABLE-8 over FSIM∗
with L = 16K is 14.49× and 82.80× respectively.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented our implementation
of fault table generation on a GPU, called GFTABLE.
Fault table generation requires fault simulation without
fault dropping, which can be extremely computation-
ally expensive. Fault simulation is inherently paral-
lelizable, and the large number of threads that can
be computed in parallel on a GPU can therefore be
employed to accelerate fault simulation and fault table
generation. In particular, we implemented a pattern
parallel approach which utilizes both bit-parallelism
and thread-level parallelism. Our implementation is a
significantly re-engineered version of FSIM, which is
a pattern parallel fault simulation approach for sin-
gle core processors. At no time in the execution is
the entire circuit (or a part of the circuit) required
to be stored (or transferred) on (to) the GPU. Like
FSIM, GFTABLE utilizes critical path tracing and the
dominator concept to reduce explicit simulation time.
Further modifications to FSIM allow us to maximally
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harness the GPU’s impressive computational resources
and huge memory bandwidth. We compared our per-
formance to FSIM∗, which is FSIM modified to gen-
erate a fault table. Our experiments indicate that
GFTABLE, implemented on a single NVIDIA Quadro
FX 5800 GPU card, can generate a fault table for 0.5
million test patterns, on average 15.68× faster when
compared FSIM∗. With the NVIDIA Tesla server [21],
our approach would be potentially 89.57× faster.
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